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SCM has enjoyed rapid growth since day one

#2 The second largest undergraduate supply chain program in the United States

MBA job placement rate for 8 consecutive years
(And 100% of students complete internships or student corporate consulting projects)

Supply Chain Management business.rutgers.edu/scm

A wealth of grants for our faculty

Our 14 academic faculty members have received prestigious grants totaling over $13,000,000 from the National Science Foundation, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Department of State, U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Transportation, U.S. Bureau of Customs and Border Protection, and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, among others.

We host an exclusive supply chain career expo for majors. In 2015, 91 corporations and 700 students attended the Career Expo.

Through the Center for Supply Chain Management, we get the support of 148 affiliated companies

> Amazon
> American Express
> Caterpillar
> Colgate-Palmolive
> Johnson & Johnson
> L’Oréal
> Novartis
> Panasonic
> Verizon

Number of undergraduate SCM majors, 2011–2017

53% female students

Students won 1st place at the Institute of Supply Management (ISM) Services National Case Competition. Rutgers holds the record for most wins.

“The supply chain management major at Rutgers Business School is designed in such a way that it builds students to become leaders in the supply chain management field. With such experienced professionals teaching the supply chain curriculum, the coursework connects to real life experiences.”

Marchela Sanchez
Supply Chain Management, Undergraduate

“Receiving a world recognized education from Rutgers University has not only taught me that education is the base for success, but that nothing is given to you; if you want it, then you must take it. Here at Rutgers professors challenge me to not only learn the material provided but to apply all the skills and concepts of the classroom to real life situations.”

Abel Perez
Supply Chain Management, Undergraduate

“My time at Rutgers has allowed me to become a pioneer and leader in the science of Supply Chain Management in the HealthCare Industry and for our University.”

Leonardo (Len) DeCandia
VP, Chief Procurement Officer, Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceuticals
Founder & Chair, RBS SCM Industry Board

Just a few of the many supply chain companies that partner with us:

- Amazon
- American Express
- Caterpillar
- Colgate-Palmolive
- Johnson & Johnson
- L’Oréal
- Novartis
- Panasonic
- Verizon